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There were only 18 heralds for all the talks. It was really hard to pull off, this conference also started a news show. #rc3
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Next is the heaven team. 1487 total angels volunteered of which 710 arrived. 76 weeks worth of work hours were done by

the angels. They prepared a few goodies for the RC3 world. Badges were given to show angels. Tried to keep traditions

from the conference on RC3 world. #rc3

Huge thanks to all the angels who volunteered. This conference would not be possible with the help of everyone. #rc3



Next team is the signal angels, this is the first time that people had to do remote Q&A. The procedure was quite different to

the in person event. There were 157 shifts filled by 61 angels. There were 5 unfilled shifts. #rc3

A few things went wrong, some questions were long and need to split apart. Formatted questions were also a challenged.

There were on average of 9.94 questions per talk. #rc3



The next team is the line producers which handles the communication between everyone that handles the production of the

talk. This includes the people behind the cameras, technical side and the speakers themselves. #rc3

There were 25 studios (pre-recording and live). 19 live broadcast channels including main streams and assemblies. Over

350 talks and performances. Events in main channels produced by a studio. #rc3



There were 53 talks for the main channels. 18 of them were precorded, 3 live in a studio session

32 live via the internet. The team prepared 63 speakers and they coordinated production between the master control room

and 12 live studios. #rc3

2020 was the year of remote talks, there were 2 prior events to learn from. 2 new CDNs were added which brings the total to

7 CDNs with a total bandwidth of ~80GB. Added 2 transcoder machines. Various spaces were able to enhance their setups

with public funding. #rc3



Below is the diagrams of the various input and processing channels. The various communication paths caused a number of

issues due to the complexity. #rc3

Some of the remote setups that were used as part of the broadcast for the various streams. #rc3



Some more remote setups that were used as part of the broadcast for the various streams. #rc3

Then the issues started rolling in. A lot of both hardware and software investigations had to be done. There were many

malformed packets that causes issues. #rc3



Next up is the c3 Lingo team. 36 volunteers translated 138 events which resulted 106 hours of translated video. 5 talks were

translated to French, 3 talks were translated to Portuguese. There were quite a number of issues with audio and timing

between multiple translators. #rc3

The next team is the subtitles team. The team uses speech recognition software to get a raw version of the subtitles

afterwhich angels correct mistakes and do quality control. 68 angels worked 4 shifts on average. They worked 382 hours for

147 hours of content. #rc3



Next is the Phone Operation Center (POC). 1195 SIP extensions, There were 21K calls (in the previous conference, it was

300K calls). Eventphone setup a Decentralized DECT infrastructure (EPDDI) and there were a number of phones that were

used. #rc3

The RC3 world contained a phone that you could virtually use to call a SIP number. Someone made a flamethrower that

could be controlled by a DECT Handset - C3 Fire. The team also made pictures available over SSTV on DECT, where you

could get an image from an audio waveform. #rc3



Next is GSM team that had a setup across Germany, Berlin and one in Mexico. #rc3

Next is the Haecksen team which used over 7 million pixels to display the world with hundreds of git commits. 132 people

received badges for testing the virtual swimming pool. They had 133 people with zero lag. Over 50 goodie bags with masks

and microcontrollers were made. #rc3



The ChaosPat team set up a number of mentor and mentee sessions in the virtual RC3 world. #rc3

Next is the adventure world team that built the RC3 world. Work started in November, There were several upstream merge

issues. Some of the issues with instance jumps were fixed on day 2. Over 400 commits for the initial world deployment. #rc3



A faulted loop caused a lot of logs to be generated. This was fixed on day -5. On day -1, the deployer was finally working. A

bug in the application causes people to not see each other. #rc3



The most popular place was the lobby followed by the hardware hacking area. The most people in RC3 world at once was

1642. Over 2 millions tiles were used to create 628 maps which represented over 203 assemblies. #rc3

Lots of people worked really hard to get these maps to where they are. Thank you! 405 servers were deleted by a typo.

Automation for the win! Huge thanks to Hetzner for sponsoring the hardware that run the RC3 world. #rc3



Thanks to the RC3 lounge artists from many countries from around the world. #rc3
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